
OUR MISSION: To Improve Visibility, Awareness, and Safety 
on Roads and Job Sites.

SAFETY LIGHTING
SOLUTIONS



WARNING LIGHTS
FL263

Bring hi-powered emergency lighting to any situation. 
Light measures 7.25” x 4.25”
Upgraded lens gasket and o-rings
Battery-Operated - Requires 4xAA
Multiple Light Patterns: 
Fast Flash, Wig/Wag, Constant On
Retail Ready in Blister Pack

Static Magnet Version: Best used with applications 
such as safety cone lighting, fork lifts and pop up 
warning signals.
Heavy Duty Magnet Version: Used when vibration or 
movement are a factor such as emergency trailer 
lighting, farm equipment and postal service trucks.

6004002 - Red w/ 2x45lb Mags
6004012 - Amber w/2x45lb Mags

FL263 ACCESSORIES

6004001 - Red w/ Static Mags
6004012 - Amber w/ Static Mags
6004015 - Blue w/ Static Mags

6004004 - 4x Red in Toolbox
6004003 - 4x Amber in Toolbox
6004005 - 2Red / 2 AmberToolbox

6005262 - 4x Red / 4x Brackets
6005261 - 4x Amber / 4x Brackets
6004005 - 2Red / 2 Amber / 4x Brackets 

6005046 - Safety Cone Bracket

6000432 - (2) 25lb Cup Magnets



LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
FOXFIRE

Hard hats can protect from bumps to the head and falling 

debris, and when illuminated with a Foxfire Hard Hat Light, 

can alert machine operators and oncoming traffic to your 

presence in the work zone. 3 light patterns with bright LEDs 

deliver over 1/2 a mile of visibility. 

HARD HAT LIGHT KIT

Be sure that others on the road can see you with the PSL56 

series personal safety lights. They’re lightweight and easy to 

attach using one of the many brackets included. Attach it to 

a belt clip, bicycle, pole or use the elastic armband. With 6 

light patterns these lights are an excellent way to ensure you 

are seen.

PERSONAL SAFETY LIGHTS

Instantly tell motorists to be alert for a roadside emergency. 

These DOT approved triangles feature a heavy weighted 

base that anchors the triangles in strong winds, built-in air 

flow louvers and a wire brace that ensures compliance of 

40mph wind test. Triangles unfold and click together at top. 

Then fold flat for compact storage in the included case.

DOT APPROVED WARNING TRIANGLES

These lights are designed to be mounted on top of a vehicle 

with the 2x45lb strong pull magnets. Each features 7 differ-

ent flash patterns with recall function. The powerful and 

bright LEDs feature a magnifying lens to be sure you are 

visible. Comes with a 6’ heavy duty straight cord with car 

auxiliary adapter plug. 

AMBER STROBE LIGHTS AND BEACONS

6005080 - Red / 6005081 - Amber

7005305 - Amber / 7005320 - Red / 7005315 - Green

6005400 - Amber Strobe Light / 6005410 - Amber Beacon

6002040 - Warning Triangles, 3PK



TRAFFIC WARNING ARROW
TWA

TRAFFIC WARNING ARROW

Designed for easy traffic direction, this arrow 

comes with 3 strong built-in magnets and a 

included metal bracket for safety cone fastening. 

Fold down the arms to instantly create a lighted 

traffic baton. Features 4 flash patterns that are 

visible for over 3/4 a mile. USB rechargeable. 

Included safety cone bracket fits most cones. 
Easily fasten bracket with included screws. 

Remove safety cone bracket fastening screws 
to use magnets embedded on back of light. 

6004230 - Traffic Warning Arrow

www.FoxfireLites.com      910-274-0674      info@foxfirelites.com      orders@foxfirelites.com
Interested in becoming a dealer? Visit our website to fill out a wholesale application

3870 US Highway 421N Wilmington NC 27401
Foxfire is a division of Marpac LLC


